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CAT® MINESTAR™ EDGE

Cat® MineStar™ Edge is a new platform that augments our current MineStar 
offerings and ensures we will be able to advance them for years to come. 
It better aligns with the way our customers work and dramatically improves 
their overall experience. 

MineStar Edge creates an operational ecosystem for mining companies, 
aligning with the way many already manage their businesses. Rather than 
having data that exists in individual silos, Edge brings visibility to the entire 
mining operation and enables mines to see how activities early in the process 
impact those further down the value chain.

At its core, MineStar Edge delivers better solutions. Edge leverages the 
latest technology advancements —including data fusion, machine learning 
and Artificial Intelligence — so it will continue to get smarter as it collects 
data, identifies patterns and learns to make decisions with minimal human 
intervention.

Edge also significantly improves the customer experience. Because it is 
delivered as a cloud-based, subscription managed application, it lowers 
network requirements as well as associated costs of deployment, service 
and training. It also speeds the time from order to use, and allows automatic 
upgrades, updates and fixes. In addition, sites have the option to have some 
applications hosted locally to ensure higher connectivity and less latency.

Customers select an offering by role, function or task — paying only for 
those functionalities they need. This new model will make buying and using 
technology more cost-effective and efficient and allow operations of every 
size and type to more easily take advantage of the benefits technology 
makes possible.

BENEFITS

 » Aligns with the way miners work

 » Brings visibility to the entire mining operation

 » Improves the customer experience

 » Lowers network requirements

 » Reduces deployment costs

 » Empowers operators without requiring their direct input

 » Empowers pit supervisors and managers

 » Reduces training requirements

 » Is easier to maintain

 » Offers quick, intuitive setup

 » Simplifies office setup and map management

 » Provides advanced reporting

 » Allows use of any query tool

 » Provides highly accurate data

 » Improves the speed of upgrades, updates and fixes

 » Offers remote diagnostics and support

 » More cost-effective and efficient for smaller operations

 » Meets operations where they are in the technology journey

 » Requires no additional resources (manage the mine, not the system)

ABOUT THIS 
DOCUMENT

This document describes 
Cat® MineStar™ Edge and 
the benefits the platform 
delivers. It also highlights 
the specific features of 
the Cat MineStar Edge 
offerings and highlights 
the benefits they deliver.
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SELLING INFORMATION

MARKET ADVANTAGE 
 » MineStar Edge makes use of Artificial Intelligence (data fusion and machine 

learning) to determine and communicate the accuracy of the information it 
is providing.

 » Edge is cloud-based

 » Customers can select an offering by role, function or task — paying only for 
those functionalities they need. 

 » Edge is purpose-built for the end user.

 » Edge is designed to empower operators without requiring their direct input.

 » Edge allows sites to start small and scale up to a full operational ecosystem

 » Delivers ROI in less than 3 months; Lower TCO 

TARGET MARKETS
 » Small mines

 » Contract miners

 » Large quarries

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORIES
PRODUCTION RECORDING

Sites using Production Recording have reported significant gains, including:

 » Increased production 

 » Improved start-up, breaks and shift management

 » Improved blend

 » Improved truck payload maintenance

 » Improved payload compliance

 » Improved operator performance monitoring

 » Improved incident investigation

An Idaho phosphate mine reported:

 » 29% reduction in underloads

 » 17% reduction in shift change 

 » Equates to +2 hours or +3,000 BCY per shift

 » 15% increase in average  tons / load

A Nevada limestone quarry reported:

 » 20% increase in production

 » Improvement in blend compliance

 » Reduction in underloads

Sites currently using paper can expect a 20-30% production gain.
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FEATURE DESCRIPTION BENEFIT

Service Meter Readings 
(SMU)

SMU data is continuously and 
automatically gathered through an ECM 
connection or single entry in the onboard 
device during installation. The feature 
updates when the engine is running.

 » Allows operations to gather 
SMU data continuously from all 
assets.

 » Eliminates the need to gather 
manually through operators 
recording on paper or calling 
over the radio. 

 » Eliminates incorrect entries.

Location X,Y,Z Accuracy Edge Base Kit Accuracy is 
considered medium position 
accuracy and is considered to be 
approximately 1m in the X,Y and 3m 
in the Z. A base station position is 
not required for this accuracy.

 » Delivers high-accuracy data 
recording.

 » Reduces downstream errors 
when position is referenced 
for automatic collection of 
information.

EQUIPMENT TRACKING

Traditionally, sites have used pencil and paper to keep track of information on 
their assets. Even if they leverage Production Recording technology to get data 
on the load/haul cycle, they have lacked access to the same information for non-
production machines like water trucks, dozers, graders, drills, light vehicles, etc.

Equipment Tracking provides information on these mobile assets, whether they 
are Cat® or competitive machines. It tells supervisors what the fleet is doing, who 
is operating which machine, and how they are spending their time.

Equipment Tracking provides a basic level of information on all assets consistently, 
including data on locations and movements, velocity, payload, cycle times and 
fuel level as well as SMU and time utilization. Supervisors can view scheduled 
and unscheduled downtime along with scheduled and unscheduled operational 
stoppages. 

By replacing paper with accurate recording, supervisors can better understand 
utilization and make decisions about equipment investments and effectivity. 
Equipment Tracking provides insights that help mines better manage their assets, 
and as a result they deliver more value and mines enjoy a lower overall cost of 
ownership.

CORE FEATURES
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FEATURE DESCRIPTION BENEFIT

Fueling This feature allows operations to visualize 
and export fueling records — from when 
the machine was fueled to what was put 
in the tank and how long fueling took.

Fueling Records can be visualized in 
the system, exported to CSV/Excel, or 
accessed through an API. Fuel Record 
contains:

 » Equipment Class

 » Equipment Name

 » Equipment Serial Number

 » Start Time

 » End Time

 » Duration (min)

 » SMU at Start of Fueling

 » Starting Fuel Level (gal / L) 

 » Ending Fuel Level (gal / L)

 » Starting Fuel %

 » Ending Fuel %

 » Fuel Quantity Added

 » Automatically measures 
fuel events, quantities and 
percentages to allow operations 
to manage the efficiencies of 
their fueling processes and fuel 
consumptions. 

 » Reduces or eliminates errors 
because data is collected 
automatically.

 » Lowers the cost of fuel, which 
is one of an operation’s largest 
expenses.

Replay

Time Utilization

Equipment Tracking has the ability 
to replay shifts in great detail. In 
the replay, users can set date, time 
and speed of the replay. This will 
replay the entirety of the machine 
operation.

Equipment Tracking records the 
time that equipment is available, 
down, operating or stopped due to 
a non-operating activity. Many of the 
components of the non-operating 
time are measured automatically 
and accurately with the machine 
learning and data fusion engine.

 » Provides information for incident 
investigation.

 » Helps answer Production 
Recording questions.

 » Provides information for material 
tracking investigation.

 » Provides Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs) for use in Time 
Utilization Models.

 » Leads to increased productivity 
and production.  

 » Ensures that many of the 
components that go into 
Time Utilization are measured 
accurately through machine 
learning and data fusion models.  

 » Reduces errors by eliminating 
the need for operator input.

EQUIPMENT TRACKING (CONT.)
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FEATURE DESCRIPTION BENEFIT

Automatic Stoppage 
Measurement

Edge will automatically measure time 
when the equipment is not being 
productive and will attempt to classify 
with a machine-learning approach.

 » Reduces or eliminates missed or 
incorrect time measuring.  

 » Allows operations to use 
this information to measure 
and manage their processes, 
specifically those that have 
production loss impacts.  

 » Helps operations reduce 
machine stoppage and 
production loss.

Downtime

Operator Tracking

Edge allows operations to measure 
equipment downtime and classify it 
as scheduled or unscheduled.

Operator Tracking allows operations 
to better manage and measure 
equipment operators. They can 
enter names, nicknames, associated 
crews and crew schedules; allocate 
to machines; and track performance. 
An optional display provides KPIs to 
the operators.

 » Allows operations to measure 
and manage downtime, a key 
indication of the effectiveness 
of the site’s maintenance and 
reliability programs.

 » Helps reduce downtime, which 
can lead to improved productivity 
and production.

 » Empowers operators with KPIs 
about their crew and personal 
performance.

 » Allows operations to understand 
the impact their key assets have 
on the outcome the shift. 

 » Helps sites improve on these 
impacts, leading to a more 
consistent operation and 
reduced cost per ton.

EQUIPMENT TRACKING (CONT.)
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FEATURE DESCRIPTION BENEFIT

Health Event Record 
(available mid-2020)

Health Event Records can be visualized 
in the system, exported to CSV / Excel, or 
accessed through an API. Health Event 
contains:

 » Equipment Type

 » Equipment Name

 » Equipment Class

 » Equipment Serial Number

 » Start Time

 » End Time

 » Duration (min)

 » SMU at Start of Fueling

 » Event Name

 » Event Level

 » Operator

 » Location X,Y,Z

 » Location Name

 » Helps operations improve 
equipment Availability, Reliability 
and Production by measuring, 
managing and ultimately 
reducing events.  

 » Helps sites understand the 
root cause, whether that is 
the equipment, location (mine 
design or road maintenance) or 
operator practices.

EQUIPMENT TRACKING (CONT.)
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FEATURE DESCRIPTION BENEFIT

Summary of Production 
Progress in Shift

This feature monitors load & dump 
counts and tons, and BCM / BCY 
and provides in-shift production 
updates through app, HTML, API or 
Reports / Dashboards. Data can be 
reviewed through cumulative, hourly or 
recent cycles.

In the app and through websites, users 
can view:

 » Hourly histograms with targets

 » Cumulative progress with targets

 » Previous shift or shifts

 » Provides in-shift production 
updates in near-real time.

 » Delivers data with accuracy as 
high as 98%.   

 » Allows operations to stay 
connected to progress in the 
shift.

 » Allows managers and 
supervisors to quickly see if the 
site or asset is on track and to 
take corrective action within 
the shift to ensure the desired 
outcome.

PRODUCTION RECORDING

MineStar Edge Production Recording pairs with Equipment Tracking to deliver 
an accurate and automated near-real-time solution that measures and reports 
on every aspect of the load-haul-dump cycle. It provides accurate, reliable and 
actionable data with no operator input required.

Production Recording helps mines of all types and sizes improve the efficiency 
of their operations and increase their overall tons produced. The data it provides 
identifies opportunities, allows supervisors to make changes within the shift, and 
delivers insights on how those changes will impact production if implemented.

The accuracy of the data gives personnel such as Pit Supervisors, Mine Managers 
and Install Technicians the confidence they need to make quick, real-time 
decisions related to operational execution. Data can be accessed on a mobile 
tablet device as well as through a web-based application. A production dashboard 
provides information on the operation, including defined materials, active load and 
dump areas, active load and haul equipment, and active crushers. The dashboard 
enables viewing of hourly production metrics as well as cumulative shift-to-date 
production metrics for the site, material, load and dump areas, equipment and the 
crusher.

Beyond the shift, Production Recording allows sites to continually monitor and 
make operational decisions and implement training that will allow them take 
advantage of the opportunities they uncover.

Production Recording makes use of AI technologies (data fusion and machine 
learning) to determine and communicate the accuracy of the information it 
provides. In addition, most data is provided by the machines themselves rather 
than being entered by the operators, eliminating the risk of incorrect data entry 
due to human error. The result is better-informed recommendations that enable 
better decisions by mine personnel and better outcomes for the operation.

CORE FEATURES
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FEATURE DESCRIPTION BENEFIT

Production Targets This feature provides the ability to:

 » Enter a target or plan for total 
in-shift or an hour rate by loads, 
dumps, tons and BCM / BCY.  

 » Attach the target/plan for site, 
loading tools, materials or locations 
such as pit/bench/load area or 
dump / crusher / stockpiles.

 » Track the progress of the actuals 
against the target / plan in real time 
throughout the shift.

 » Makes it possible to add a 
target or plan, which allows the 
manager and supervisors to see 
the progress against the plan. 

 » Provides visual confidence that 
progress is on plan or allows an 
operation to make corrective 
actions if progress is not as 
intended.

Drill Down / Spin the World

Production Projections

By clicking on the entity in the 
home page map or by navigating to 
the entity in the production page, 
users can drill down to see the 
performance of entities such as:

 » Individual equipment

 » Areas (e.g., load/dump)

 » Routes

 » Materials 

 » Operators 

The system calculates and visualizes 
the expected production at the end-
of-shift for the site and individual 
entities including:

 » Site

 » Load and Dump Areas

 » Routes

 » Loading Tools & Trucks

 » Material

 » Allows managers to investigate 
and determine root cause 
to ensure the operation is 
progressing against plan.

 » Provides the ability to see the 
expected production at the end 
of shift for site and all entities.

 » Gives supervisors and managers 
confidence that they will meet or 
exceed the plan.

 » When the expected production 
is below plan, allows supervisors 
to take corrective action within 
the shift to change the outcome.

PRODUCTION RECORDING (CONT.)
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FEATURE DESCRIPTION BENEFIT

Production Record The system provides production records 
from loading tools, haul trucks and wheel 
loaders operating in Load / Haul / Dump 
areas.  

 » Replaces paper and delivers 
highly accurate, automated 
Production Records in  
near-real time. 

 » Automatically tracks material 
moved from location to location, 
along with the associated 
equipment and operators, 
without requiring input from 
controllers or operators.

 » Provides highly accurate data 
and gives sites confidence to 
use the data to make business 
decisions.

 » Near-real-time information on 
progress against plan enables 
managers to change the 
outcome in the shift. 

Load & Haul Cycle 
Records

The system collects loading and 
hauling cycle records including: 

 » Loading Start Time

 » Loading End Time

 » Loading Time

 » Loading Tool

 » Loading Tool Operator

 » Load Area

 » Material

 » Truck

 » Truck Operator

 » Payload Nominal

 » Payload Actual

 » BCY / BCM Per Truck

 » Dump Location

 » Enables sites to review 
production records from the 
point of view of the material 
transaction and movement 
from the load face to the dump, 
including the times, machines 
and operators involved.

 » Delivers accurate transactional 
records that can be used as 
a source of truth for material 
movements.

PRODUCTION RECORDING (CONT.)
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